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By Douglas J. Geier and Harry W. Carison: 
As a continuation of an extensive program to investigate interfer 
ence and bomb-release problems (first reported in NACA Research Memo-
randuzn L56I18), forces and moments have .been measured at .a Mach number 
of 1.6 in the Langley 	 by 1i-foot supersonic pressure tunnel on bombs 
of fineness ratios 7.0 and 10.5 in the presence of a swept-wing fighter-
bomber airplane configuration for a .large number, of positions .under the 
fuselage. The results can be used to calculate bomb-drop paths. These 
paths, however, are not presented in this report. The force results show 
that the wing has a large effect on the interferéncê pa-ttern of the bomb 
and that maximum moments occur when the bomb fins are in a region believed 
to be just within the wing flow field behind the leading-edge shock. 
INTRODTI0N 
With the development of supersonic bombing airplanes, the problems 
of bomb release have become increasingly important. In addition to the 
higher dynamic pressures, the extremely turbulent circulatory flow in the 
bomb bay, as well as the nonuniform flow field surrounding the airplane, 
can cause bomb-release motions that endanger both the bomb and the 
airplane.	 -. 
A study of the release problems can be made by measuring static 
forces on the bomb throughout the drop region and calculating the result-
ant motions. Although one set of measurements applies only to one con-
figuration at one Mach number, a rather complete investigation of the 
various factors affecting bomb motion can be performed by simply varying 
the appropriate parameter in a series of drop calculations. Such calcu-
lations are readily performed by automatic computing machines.
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The results of such a test program performed in the Langley - by 
li--foot supersonic pressure tunnel at a Mach number of i.6 are presented 
in reference 1 which used bombs with fineness ratios of 2.156, 1-i-, and 7. 
In that report, measured forces and moments on bombs of three fineness 
ratios and on a fighter-bomber airplane model are presented for a number 
of positions of' the bomb under an open bomb bay. Data for bomb trajec-
tories were calculated and presented to illustrate the procedure and 
demonstrate the ty-pe of analysis that can be made. 	 - - 
As an extension of -the tests discussed in reference 1, forces and 
moments have been measured on streamlined bombs of fineness ratios 7.0 
and 10.5 and on a fighter-bomber airplane model for a number of positions 
of the bomb under the closed bomb bay (simulating an external carriage-
bomb-airplane configuration) and under the li-° swept wing. These data 
are presented in this report with only a limited analysis in order to 
expedite publication.
SYMBOLS 
C	 drag coefficient of wing-fuselage combination, - Drag 
Lift 
CL	 lift coefficient of wing-fuselage combination, 
Cm	 pitching-moment coefficient of wing-fuselage combination 
-	 Pitching moment 
about the quarter chord of 
Drag 
CDb	 drag coefficient of bomb, 	 F 
Lift 
CLb	 lift ôoefficient of bomb, qF 
Cmb	 pitching-moment coefficient of bomb about bomb nose, 
Pitching moment 
qFl 
Cnb	 yawing-moment coefficient of bomb, Yawing moment qFl - 






mean aerodynamic chord of wing, n. 
total area of wing, sq ft 
frontal area of bomb, sq. ft. 
bomb length, in. 
dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 
longitudinal distance between bomb midpoint and fuselage at 
station 20 (fig. 1(b))
	 - . . 
spanwise position of bomb midpoint measured from fuselage 
penter, in.
	 .	 . 
vertical distance between bomb midpoint and horizontal line 
through fuselage center line at station 2() (fig. 1.(b.) ).... 
bomb-interfereice drag coefficient, bomb drag minus isolated 
bomb drag
	 :..	 ..	 -	 -..-	 . 
bomb-interference lift coefficient, bomb llft minus .is.olated 
bomb lift 
angle of attack of wing-fuselage center line referenced to 
free-stream direction, deg 
angle of attack of bomb center line referenced to free-
stream direction 
MODELS AND TEST METH0D 
The general arrangement of models, along with füsèlagé coordinates 
and wing dimensional data, is shown in figure 1. The wing-fuselage com-
bination was desied to simulate a swept-wing fighter-bomber airplane. 
A detailed description of the airplane configuratiOn and model setup is 
given in reference 1. All data in the present report refer to a high-
wing fighter-bomber configuratiàn except where otherwise indicated. 
The bombs used in this investigation (fig. 2) were made of metal 
nc1 had fineness ratios of 7.0 and 10. 5. These two bdnbs were tested at 
three spanwise stations y = 0 under the fuselage center line, and 
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The nominal ranges of angles and positions used in the investiga-
tion and a convenient index to the bomb and wing-fuselage configurations 
involved are presented in table I. 
PRECISION OF TEST DATA 
The repeatability or relative accuracies are estimated from an 
inspection of repeat test points, zero shifts, and static-deflection 
calibration to be as follows: 
x .......................... ±0.05 
y.................... I ...........	 ±0.10 
z ..................	 .• .	 I ..... . I' I I S	 ±0.10 
CDb ..............	 . S • • ......• ,	 •	 .	 ±0.01 
CLb
......................... 
I , ............ . .	 ±0.03 
Cmb .................. .. I • •	 I • S. ' I •. • ........ ±0.03 
a..b	 ................ .	 ±0.10 
CD .........• •	 • • .................. . ±0.001 
CL .......................... I • • • • . ±0.002 
Cm	 ..........• ...............	 ....... ±o.00i. 
	
............. I ....... . 'S • • • • .	 ±0.10 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA
Isolated Bomb 
Lift, drag, and pitching-moment data for the two bombs are presented 
in figure 3 for bomb angles of attack up to 15°. Data are included for 
bombs without fins. It should be noted that bomb pitching moments in all 
cases are computed about the bomb nose. . 	 .	
- 
Isolated Wing-Fuselage Data 
The aerodynamic characteristics of the wing-fuselage combination 
are presented in figure 4-. 
During the run ised to obtain isolated wing-fuselage •data,.a large 
zero shift occurred in the chord-force component. The data -for this 
single run therefore may contain errors in excess of those quoted pre-




the making of a repeat run. The wing-fuselage data have therefore been 
presented along with the data from reference 2, which were taken on a 
half model of a geometrically, similar wing-fuselage configuration. The 
dashed lines in figure represent the data taken frOm reference 2 and 
are believed to be more accurate.
	 S	 - 
Basic Data Plots 
Drag, lift, and pitching-moment coefficients for bombs 3 and in 
the presence of the wing-fuselage combinatIon are presented in figures 5 
to 1). Bomb side-force and yawing-moment coefficients in addition to the 
drag, lift, and pitching-moment coefficients are preented in figures 9 
to li-i- for the under-wing position Table I gives a convenient index to 
the contents of the basic-data figures. 
Figures i6 and 17 show the forces on the wing-fuselage combination 
in the presence of the bombs In figure 16 the wing-fuselage lift, drag, 
and pitching-moment coefficients in the presence of bomb 3 are plotted 
for three spanwise positions (y = 0, 3, and 6) and for three airplane 
angles of attack 
Figure 17 shows wing-fuselage coefficients for two spanwise posi-
tions (y = O and 6) in ihe presence of bomb.1.. 
Contour Plots 
The drag, lift, and pitching-moments coefficients for bombs 3 and 14 
in the presence of 'the wing-fuselage combination are presented in contour-
map form in figures 18 to 26. Contour plots are shown only for an air-
plane angle of attack of
	 and for bombs with, fins when three or more 
chordwise positions were used.
	 -	 . -
	 .-..	 .	 S 
Eioman inspection of the bomb-itChing-mornent contour maps for 
under-fuselage., and under-wing positions, it wIll.be ,. noted. ,
 that the maximum 
change in moments due to interference occurs when the bomb fins are located 
in a region believed to be just within the wing flow field'behind the 
leading-edge shock. The moments are slightly larger at under-wing posi-
tions (fig. 2(b)) than at under-fuselage positions (fig. 20), the maximum 
interference moment being the same as that of the isolated bomb at 50 angle 
of attack.
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Analysis Plots 
In the analysis plots (figs. 27 to 31) interference lift and drag 
are presented. Pitching moments are not presented because previous 
examination of all data exhibited pitching-moment trends similar to the 
lift trends, for the reason that the moments were taken about the bomb 
nose.
Figure 27 shows the effect of the wing on bomb-interference lift 
and drag at y = 0. Data taken with wing on and off show, in general, 
that the wing is the major cause of interference forces on the bombs. 
Figures 28 and 29 present a comparison of interference lift and drag 
at three spanwise stations for bomb 3 and at two spanwise stations for 
bomb -i-. The shapes of the corresponding curves at the various spanwise 
stations are generally similar. The bomb vertical position at which 
minimum interference is encountered (apparently occurring as the bomb 
fins emerge from the wing flow field) is slightly different at each of 
the three spanwise stations. These changes, but not the absolute value 
of the vertical position, can be explained by a consideration of the 
envelope which bounds the Mach cones emanating from the leading edge of 
the wing. Actually, a bow wave occurs ahead of the leading edge as dis-
cussed in reference 3. Again it is shown that thewing is the major cause 
of interference forces on the bomb. 
A comparison of the bomb-interference lift and. drag patterns due to 
a low-winged fighter-bomber airplane and the high-winged fighter-bomber 
airplane (bay closed) is presented in figure 30. The changing of wings 
from high to low shifts the interference pattern down approximately 
2 inches.	 - 
Interference lift and drag of bomb 3 under a closed bomb bay is 
compared with the interference lift and drag of bomb 3 under an open 
bomb bay in figure 31. The bomb bay seems to have small effect on the 
interference drag, but changes the shape of the interference lift curve 
considerably. This is probably due to the shock reflection from the 
closed bomb bay as well as the flow field created by the open bomb bay. 
The open-bQmb-bay data were taken from reference 2. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Forces and moments have been measured in the Langley 	 by J-1--foot 
supersonic pressure tunnel at a Mach number of 1.6 on bombs of two fine-
ness ratios (7.0 and 10.5) and on a swept-wing fighter-bomber airplane 
configuration for a large number of positions of the bomb under a closed 
bomb bay and under a swept wing. The bomb data have been presented in 
contour-map form, suitable for use in trajectory calculations.
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The results .
 show that, in general, the wing has a large effect on 
the interference pattern of the bomb, whereas the fuselage has a small 
effect, even for under-fuselage positions. The maximum moments occur 
when the bomb fins are in a region believed to be just within the wing 
flow field behind the leading-edge shock. 
Langley Aeroñáutical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field,. Va., November 13, 1956. 
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-2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16 
Bomb angle of attack, a, deg 
(a) Bomb 5. 
Figure 3.- Aerodynamic characteristics of the isolated bomb. 
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(b) Bomb 4-. 
Figure 3.- Concluded.
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(a) x = -0.15 to -0. 11.0 inch. 
Figure 5.- Force data for bomb 3 in presence of wing-fuselage combination.
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Figure 7.- Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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Figure 6.- Force data for bomb 5 in presence of fuselage. Fins on; under-

fuselage position; y = 0; wing off; x = - 0.17 to -0.0 inch. 
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Figure 6.- Continued.
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Figure 7.- Force data for bomb 1 in presence of wing-fuselage combination.
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Figure 7.- Continued.
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Figure 7.- ContInued. 
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Figure 7.- Concluded.
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Figure 8.- Force data for bomb in presence of wing-fuselage combination.
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Figure 9
. - Force data for bomb 5 in presence of wing-fuselage combination.

Fins on; under-wing position; y = 6 inches.
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Figure 10.- Force data for bomb 5 in presence of wing-fuselage combina-
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Figure 10.- Continued.
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Figure II.- Force data for bomb 5 in presence of wing-fuselage combination. 
Fins on; under-wing position; y = 
.5 inches; x = -0.17 to -O.0 inch. 
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Figure 11.- Continued. 
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Figure II. - Concluded. 
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Figure 12.- Force data for bomb 3 in presence of wing-fuselage combination.

Fins off; under-wing position; y = inches; x = -0.17 to -O.O inch. 
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Figure 12.- Continued. 
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Figure 12.- Continued. 
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(a) x = -0.15 to _0. !40 inch. 
Figure 13.- Force data for bomb in presence of wing-fuselage combination. 
Fins on; under-wing position; y = 6 inches. 
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Figure 113.- Continued. 
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Figure 15.- Continued. 
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Figure 13.- Continued. 
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Figure 15 . -. Continued. 
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Figure 13.- Concluded.
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Figure 1k.- Force data for bomb 4 in presence of wing-fuselage combination. 
Fins off; under-wing position; y = 6 inches. 
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(a) Continued.
Figure 1)1-.- Continued. 
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Figure Th-.- Continued. 
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Figure 15.- Force data for bomb in presence of low-winged fighter-bomber 
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